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1.

Overview

A. Statement of the Problem

The goals of engineering education have been examined from time to time

and are currently the subject of an extensive national study. In addition

to this review at a national level, many schools of engineering are conduct-

ing studies about the characteristics of their students, reasons for the

substantial attrition among their students, and the extent to which the po-

tential talent of each student is realized.

While meaningful discussion is being generated by the studies currently

underway there is an essential source of information which is continually

overlooked or measured only indirectly. This information could be obtained

by a detailed examination of the differential impact of the learning pro-

cess for each student; the focus of attention should be or the identifi-

cation of the variables which determine this impact. At present, the only

measure of differential learning we have is a final grade. There is a

wide variety of evidence that grades often hide more than they reveal.

The importance of obtaining this kind of information can be highlighted

by discussing the influence this information would have at different levels

of analysis. While the goals of an engineering education must be discussed

at a policy-making level, some of the questions raised in such a discussion

can only be answered through empirical research. In addition, even when

goals are agreed upon, the inallementation of some of these goals is depen-

dent upon working out effective methods. In these situations and in others

which will be described shortly, it is crucial to have detailed knowledge
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about what is actually happening to the student. An example may clarify

this point.

Two students each receiv:. a B in a design course. Student F has mas-

tered the techniques of mechanical drawing but could not effectively handle

the more oper-ended term project. Student Y turned in a brilliant term pro-

ject but his mechanical drawing skills were minimally developed because he

put no effort into these activities. Regarilless of which point on the

grading continuum we consider, it is evident that it was not an identical

academic performance or learning experience which led the two students to

receive the same grade.

As this situation becomes confounded by summing the grades of many

courses, we end up with a very crude measure of a student's actual accom-

plishments. Of course this system has worked and we are committed to it

for variety of administrative reasons. This is not an attempt to replace

the system but rather to elaborate upon it to meet specific needs. The

need for this type of information can be examined in three separate areas:

1. The study of career choice. At present, the process of studying

who stays in engineering and who leaves must stop at the door of the class-

room. Yet the manner in which a student approaches the content of a course

will determine his attitude toward the course and in turn his attitude to-

ward engineering. The grades a student receives in a course are often the

most powerful influence in determining a career choice. Yet these grades

often offer from the student's perspective nothing more than some arbitrary

judgment. This brings us to the second specific research area.

2. Teaching Process. In almost any course there are a variety of ob-

jectives ranging from the mastery of specific content to the assimilation
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of subtle attitudes toward methodology and problem-solving strategy. As

these goals are made explicit we can develop evaluation techniques which

reflect this diversity. In addition, every student should receive a pro-

file of his differential achievement along with his final grade. Such pro-

files would encourage students to think about the range of their talents

and perhaps encourage them to develop areas where they have some weakness.

Striving after grades might be converted into striving for self development.

The development of such a conceptual tool would also encourage instruc-

tors to make their teaching more directed at: the individual needs of stu-

dents.

3. Deveio went of the full human 'otential of students. Beyond the

development of technically competent engineers, most schools of engineer-

ing take some responsibility for encouraging students to be both socially

responsible and personally creative. How this can be cultivated in the

classroom again calls for a methodology which will permit us to detail the

impact of the classroom on the individual student.

B. Objectives of the Study

The usual methods of evaluating a student's academic performance are

inadequate in several important areas. Perhaps the most important failure

is the lack of feedback provided for the student's analysis of his own per-

formanra. Ideally, any evaluation of a student's performance should, in

addition, be a learning experience. Too often students receive a grade

with neither information about why he received that grade nor any clues as

to how he might improve his performance.

Problem-solving techniques are an integral part of nearly all engineer-

ing courses. Rather than leaving problem solving techniques to mature



haphazardly, all students could be encouraged to develop ca awareness of their

own characteristic modes of intellectual response. As a consequence f this

awareness, students can become involved in the challenge of developing their

intellects.

One objective, therefore, would be the development of a system of evalu-

ation which would permit detailed feedback to the student of various kinds

of information about his performance. This feedback would involve not only

a discussion about the student's performance in a particular course but an

additional appraisal in relation to his overall level of functioning. The

method of transmitting this data back to the student would have, to be care-

fully studied. Some feedback would come from the instructor but a discus-

sion of the student's overall functioning would have to be done by someone

trained in counseling. Counseling in the future wfkl not have to take place

in isolation from the academic experience of the student.

Another failure of contemporary evaluating techniques is the inherent

difficulty the instructor faces in actually knowing what he is measuring.

His intention may be to assess how much a student knows about a given con-

tent area, but the method used may inadvertently put some students at a

disadvantage. Studying the evaluation process and describing some of the

variables in general terms will eventually lead to greater refinement in

evaluating techniques.

In addition to meeting the needs of a variety of practical objectives

related to the immediate improvement of the educational process, several

other important objectives are involved. Here we are concerned with the

development of data-collecting techniques ,,,hich have important research

and long-range practical. implications: As indicated earlier, research on
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career choice and student development is limited because essential informa-

tion about what the student is learning and how it effects his functioning

is not available.

Furthermore, most of the research on the prediction of academic success

fails because the criterion involved is so ambiguous. Detailed information

about important aspects of intellectual functioning in the classroom would

provide the meaningful criterion that is needed.

Still another objective of developing this type of data system would be

the possibility for evaluating student development over a four year period.

C. Related Research

There are several areas of traditional psychological research which are

pertinent to this study. While these areas have been developing in a paral-

lel manner, they ha7p never been brought together to focus on the problem

of evaluating intellectual development in college students. Each area will

be briefly described and then its contribution to the present problem will

be outlined.

1. Thelsycholog of Individual Differences. In the past half century,

psychologists have developed a theory of psychological testing and have pro-

duced a broad spectrum of assessment devices. These standardized tests

range from the aptitude tests of the College Entrance Examination Board to

Strong's Vocational Interest Blank.

The underlying assumption of these instruments is the recognition that

individuals differ widely on almost any dimension that we care to observe.

A second assumption states that an individual's relative standing on these

dimensions can be measured and that predictions abort future behavior can
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be based on these findings.

While there is a vast literature on psychological testing (see Cronbach)

in most instances this knowledge has not invaded the college classroom.

Psychologists have written excellent texts how to construct classroom

tests but have avoided the proselytizing role of bringing their work to the

attention of other disciplines in higher education (see Dorothy Wood).

Other psychologists have devoted enormous amounts of time and effort

developing measures which will predict college grades. Very sophisticated

statistical models have been developed to cope with this problem, but many

decades of research have not provided predictors which account for much

more than 50 per cent of the variance (Bloom, et al; Lindquist; Chansky).

All these prediction studies have accepted the grading system and the

grade point average as a psychologically meaningful criterion. The point

of view taken here is that better prediction will result from more atten-

tion being paid to the criterion.

2. Guilford's model :nor the structure of intellect. Each instruc-

tor in a college has responsibility for the content and technique of his

course. The policy makers responsible for putting together an entire cur-

riculum operate on the assumption that students ;hoosing that curriculum

will be encouraged to grow intellectually and professionally. Individual

instructors are responsible for evaluating a student's progress in their

own courses, but no currently available system is set up to evaluate a

student's total growth.

Therefore a model is needed which will allow for integrating a student's

performance in one course with that in other courses taken at the same time,

as well as his growth over a four-year period. This, of course, is a very
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ambitious program and this research will allow for only an initial test of

its feasibility.

For the last decade, Guilford has been developing both the theoretical

aspects and the measuring devices for his model of the structure of intel-

lect. This model may allow us to assess the intellectual development of

the entering freshmen. We then can relate the performance on individual

tests in a specific course to these general measures. Intellectual develop-

ment can be studied, and, in addition, course work can be better evaluated

in terms of its contribution to this development.

D. The Psychology of Problem Solving

In addition to Guilford's work on the structure of intellect, there are

many coatributions to the psychology of problem solving which are relevent

here. In particular, we are concerned with those variables which determine

whether or not an individual will be able to evaluate the important aspects

of a problem and/or take a fresh perspective on the solution of an old pro-

blem. Here we are concerned with the subtle interaction which takes place

between the individual's intellectual functioning and his characteristic

modes of perceiving reality. For example, two individuals may have the same

high level of intellectual ability but their pre-conceptions about reality

are so different that their approach to a problem is entirely different.

One studert believes there is only one right way to do things and this way is

learned from traditional authorities. The other student has learned to take

traditional authority with a grain of salt and is much more flexible in his

approach to a problem.

Rokeach has provided a great peal of systematic thinking and experimen-

tal evidence about the nature of open and closed belief systems. In addition
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he has provided a measure of this dimension which can be used with college

students.

While Rokeach has provided more systematic thinking to the problem, the

literature of experimental psychology is also rich with examples of "set,"

which either enhances or interferes with problem solving. The experimental

paradigms used in these studies could be introduced into the classroom using

the content of the specific course.

Section 1

The cumulative grade point average has traditionally been the currency

of the academic world. Students are continually evaluated in terms of this

global measure. Many educationally significant issues are decided by a

student's GPA. Hundreds of studies are reported in the psychological lil,r-

ature dealing with the prediction of cumulative GPA. Only recently has the

utility of this criterion measure been questioned. It is the purpose of

this paper to examine one aspect of the meaningfulness of the concept of

cumulative grade point average. The point of view to be explored here takes

as its starting point the common sense observation that both students and

courses vary in the work expected and performed. Beyond this obvious point,

there is the disturbing fact tnat two students may receive an identical grade

in a course for very different kinds of academic performance. Using the

grade point average as accurate reflection of the student's performance is

akin to using the fun house mirror as accurate reflection of one's on ap-

pearance.

We will not come to grips with all the difficulties associated with tra-

ditional grading practices in this section. Other sections of this report
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will consider more meaningful alternatives. Here we will attempt to analyze

the cumulative grade point average into more meaningful segments. These

segments will be created by grouping together courses which have a similarity,

at least in course content. Once these segments are isolated, we can examine

some of the relationships between academic performance and a wide variety of

other variables; e.g., interest, personality, and aptitude.

Method

Two classes from the School of Engineering were chosen for this study.

One class consisted of all those students who entered in 1961 and graduated

in 1965 (N=70). The other class is made up of all those students who entered

in 1963 and are currently finishing their junior year in engineering (N=58).

All grades in all courses were recorded for these two classes and then

grouped according to the following principles of classification:

1. The students' overall University cumulative grade point average. (This

is the traditional criterion measure.)

2. Thy; GPA achieved by the student in his major area of study. (For this

project, eight separate School of Engineering majors were included. For

example, an Electrical Engineering major would have all his courses in

E.E. included here, while a Mechanical Engineering major would have M.E.

courses included here.)

3. The GPA achieved in the freshman history sequence of three courses.

4. The GPA achieved in the freshman English sequence plus the Scientific

Writing course.

5. The GPA, achieved in all chemistry courses.

6. If II physics courses.
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7. The GPA achieved in all mathematics eaurses.

8 ti of of of 11 engineering core courses.

Results

We shall be primarily concerned with examining intra-class relationships

in this study. We can, however, be more confident of the stability of our

results when we find the same relationship holds over at least two different

classes The comparison of results between the two classes must be under-

stood in he context of the differences which characterize these two samples.

One sample represents a four-year graduating class, and the other represents

junior class standing. Other important differences are apparent in Table I.

Table I

Means and Standard Deviations for

Cumulated GPA, SAT Verbal and Math Aptitude Scores

Class of 1965

X S.D.

Class of 1967

X S.D.

574 137 Verbal 632 78

659 146 Math 705 48

-85 66 Verbal minus Math -72 77

2.82 0.44 Cumulative CPA 2.% 0.43
V

We see in Table 1 evidence of a general trend at Stanford--a signif';ant

rise in the aptitude scores of the entire freshman class. Not only are the

mean scores higher for the 1967 clans, but there is also a restricted muse

of talent. Included in th.Is table is the mean discrepancy score between
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Verbal and Math aptitude. At Stanford, it is consistently found that men

have much higher Math than Verbal scores. Some implications of this rela-

tionship will be examined below.

In Table 1 the cumulative GPA is recorded, using the University's 4-

point system (Am4 points). Despite the large increase in overall ability

level, we see that the Class of '67 is slightly lower in its overall GPA.

In Table 2 the grade point averages are based on a 9-point system: 9 is A;

8, A.-; 7, B+; 6, B; 5. B-; 4, c+; 3, C or C-; 2, Di-, D, or D-; and 1, F.

(These averages consist of all grades without regard to the number of units).

Class of '65

Table

Means and Standard Deviations for

the Various Classifications of Course Work

Class of '67

XS.D. X S.D.

5.66 2.0 1. GPA-Major 5.77 1.78

4.61 1.6 2. History 4.38 1.48

5.03 1.2 3. English 5.02 1.34

6.00 2.1 4. Chemistry 5.98 2.06

5.80 1.4 5. Physics 5.69 1.48

5.22 2.1 6. Mathematics 5.05 1.65

5.68 1.5 7. Engr. Core 5.55 1.47

When we compare the GPA's for the two classes, it seems evident that

there are no dramatic changes in performance. In comparing the relative

standing of the different course areas, we note that the grades &Thieved
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in history detine the low point in both cases.

Table 3 contains the intercorrelation matrix between the various GPA

areas and aptitude r cores for the Class of 1965. This is repeated in Table

4 for the Class of '67. Perhaps the most interesting finding is the absence

of any significant relationship between aptitude and academic performance

for the Class of 1965. For the Class of '67 there is a low positive rela-

tionship between aptitude and performance in both mathematics and English.

In neither class is performance in engineering courses correlated with apti-

tude. (See Tables 3 and 4 con the following page.)

Table 3

Correlation Matrix for. Overall

GPA, Area GPA, and Aptitude

1965

GPA Hist Engl Chem Phys Math Engr SAT SAT SAT
Wajor Core Verbal Math Discre.

Overall GPA .34 .53 .51 .68 .76

GPA--Major NS NS NS NS

History .57 .32 43

English .33 .32

Chemistry .54

Physics

Math

Engr. Core

.75 85 NS NS NS

NS .24 NS NS NS

.30 .29 NS NS .35

NS .33 NS NS .42

.59 .57 NS NS NS

.73 .78 NS NS NS

.79 NS NS NS

NS NS NS

Note: All reported correlations are significant at the 5 per cent level or higher
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Table 4

Correlation Matrix for Overall

GPA, Area GPA, and Aptitude

Overall GPA

GPA-Major

History

English

Chemistry

Physics

Math

Engr. Core

CPA
Major

.67

Hist

.64

.37

Engi

.53

.30

.40

1967

Chem

.69

.33

.41

NS

Phys

.67

.56

.33

.29

.57

Math

.85

.54

.56

.54

.53

.52

Engr
Core

.79

.60

.38

.42

.53

.59

.67

3AT SAT SAT
Verbal Math Discre.

NS NS NS

NS NS NS,

NS NS NS

.31 .28 NS

NS NS NS

NS NS NS

.29 .31 NS

NS NS NS

Note: All reported correlations are significant at the 5 per cent level or
higher.

The overall GPA tend to have high correlations with many of the area

scores because the overall GPA includes those area scores.

Performance in major area and its relationship to performance in all

other areas is of crucial importance in undergraduate engineering education.

Selecting E major represents the expression of the student's own choice and

he should, therefore, be highly motivated. For the Class of '65, perform-

ance in major area was almost unrelated to level of performance in other

areas. For the Class of '67, this changed somewhat, though no correlation

was high enough to account for 50 per cent or more of the variance. We will

examine the significance of this phenomenon in- the discussion section.

Another set of relationships having direct bearing on undergraduate
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engineering is that between the core courses and the rest of the curriculum.

The highest correlations are between core courses and the mathematics and

physics sequences.

One generalization which emerges upon examination of these sets of cor-

relations could be stated as follows: The relationship between performance

in one segment of the curriculum and another is so complex that in most cases

we can account for not more than 50 per cent If the variance. (The square

of the correlation coefficient provides a measure of the percentage of vari-

ation which is accounted for by one measure for the other measure.)

We have found that performance in one area of the curriculum does not

provide as much information as we would like about performance in another

area. By focusing on overall GPA we tend to deny systematically the reali-

ties of the great variability which exists in students' performance. We

will now turn our attention to other sets of variables which might account

for some of the variance which has been so elusive.

The evidence suggests that here at Stanford, aptitude is not signifi-

cantly related to academic performance for those men who stay in engineer-

ing. In part, this can be explained by the fact that nearly all the men in

these two samples have relatively high aptitude scores. It is, therefore,

natural to turn to the area of motivation in order eo explain the differ-

ences in student performance.

In Tables 5 and 6 we have the correlations be'ameen the different aca-

demic sectors and a variety of personality scales. The Responsibility and

Achievement-via-Independencc rAre significantly related to nearly all the

separate academic areas. To generalize: students who are dependable, self-

propelling, and hard-working tend to do well. This is not surprising. There
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Table 5

Correlation Matrix for the CPI Scales

and Several GFA's, 1965

Do Cs Sy Sp Sa Wb Re So Sc To Gi Cm Ac Ai Ie Py Fx Fe

CFA Overall .27 ,25 .23 .36 .26

GPA--Kajor

History .24

English

Chemistry .25 .24 .26 .30

Physics -.27 .32 .26 .24 .30 .39 ..31

Math -.26 .30 .24

Engr. Core -.24 -.29 .25 .29 .28 .40 .27

Note:- All reported correlations are significant at the 5 per cent level or higher.

Do Dominance
Cs Capacity for Status
Sy Sociability
Sp Social presence
Sa Self Acceptance
16 Well-being

Re
So
Sc
To
Gi
Cm

Responsibility
Socialization
Self-control
Tolerance

Good impression
Communality

Ac Achievement through conformity
Ai Achievement through independence
la Intellectual efficiency
Py Psychological mindedness
Fx Flexibility
Fe Femininity
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Table 6

Correlation Matrix for the CPI Scales

aad Several GPAes, 1967

Do Cs Sy Sp Sa Wb Re So Sc To Gi Cm Ac Ai le Py Fx Fe

GPA Overall .44 .33 .30 .26 .35

GPA-Major .38 .34 .28 .41

History .31 .28 .29 .23 .30

English .35 .40 .37 .26

Chemistry -.29 .53 .29 .51 .40 .34

Physics

Math .42 .40

Engr. Core -.29 ) 38

Note:-All reported correlations are significant at the 5 per cent level or higher.

is also, however, a significant negative relationship between the Social ic...terace

and Self Acceptance scales and several of the academic sector :2. Individuals who

are comfortable with themselves and with others tend to do less well in impor-

tant areas of the curriculum.

These findings suggest that the motivational variables only reveal addi-

tional complexities to the picture we are sketching. While it is true that

motivation is important, it also seems to be true that only certain kinds of

motivational patterns may be rewarded in the engineering curriculum. We will

return to this point in the discussion.
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There is one other set of relationships which is worth examining. We in-

dicated above the lack of significant correlation between aptitude and perform,-

ance. Another approach to the relationship between aptitude and performance is

via the measurement of "creative thinking." In Table 7 we have the correlations

between the several academic sectors and several measures of "creative thinking."

(These data are available only for the Class of '67.) Eight different measures

of creativity were used and only one of these had a significant relationship

GPA-Major

History .32

English

1 INNIM

with more than Gne academic sector. Match Problems is a measure of "adapt ve

Table 7

Conse- Conse- later- Match Possi- Expres- Pertinent
Making quences quences nate Prob- ble sional Questions
Objects Remote Obvious Uses lens Jobs Fluency

Overall GPA .29

Chemistry .30

Physics

.35

Math

.4t

Engr. Core .40

Note: All reported correlations are significant at the 5 per cent level or
higher.
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flexibility" defined as an ability to redefine abstract relationship.

The score on "Match Problems" was significantly correlated with overall

GPA, engineering core GPA, and Chemistry GPA. Of all the eight measures, the

intellectual tasks involved in solving the "Match Problems" most nearly re-

semble the intellectual tasks of many engineering courses. This raises the

issue whether or, not we should expect other high correlations. For example,

we find that the measure labeled "Pertinent QuestiOns" is only correlated

with the history GPA. It is relevant to ask how the ability to rose "Perti-

nent Questions" is related to the overall training of engineers. If this

is important it should be reflected in the correlations with other courses.

Once again the absence of large numbers of significant correlations

raises more questions for study. We had hoped that these "creativity meas-

ures" would give some clues to what was needed it. order to do well in under-

graduate work. Remember that the usual measures of aptitude were of no help

in understanding this complex set of behaviors we label academic excellence.

It would seem that the creativity measures employed here are subject to the

same problems as other more conventional measures of ability. They do not

reflect what talents are really being rewarded in the courses.

Discussion and Summary

An assumption underlying the use of the cumulative grade point average

is that it is an accurate reflection of the student's academic performance.

The ubiquitcus use of this measure requires that we be very clear about what

it does and does not reflect. The undergraduate curriculum in engineering

is made up of many diverse segments and the evidence presented in this sec-

tion suggests that mastery of one segment is no assurance of mastery in
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another. This point does not deny the significant positive relationship which

does exist between the different sectors. Instead, the intent is to focus on

the large part of the variance which is still unaccouuted for.

This focus can lead to examining some aspects of the teaching-learning

process from a new perspective. The evidence suggests that a student does not

work at a uniform level of performance in all courses. Perhaps this is a

reality of human nature which we do not openly admit. Instead, each professor

approaches his course with the view that he is presenting his material to op-

timally motivated students. This automatically builds in a conflict between

the instructor and at least some of his students. The student has the choice

of meeting the expectations of the instructor or being penalized by a low

grade.

Perhaps we should work on the problem of how to create optimal motiva-

tion for all students in all courses. Some of the problems inherent in this

approach will be examined in other sections of this report. At this point we

are particularly interisted in examining some aspects of the Stanford students'

experience with the existing curriculum.

We have seen that aptitude is not significantly related to performance.

In part, this can be understood to be a result of the high but narrow range of

talent present among the Stanford students. Even though the narrow range of

talent will reduce the possible correlation, it is also a fact that a student's

aptitud, has become lest important in determining his current academic success

than his previous academic success in high school.

What are the consequences of a student's finding that the skills upon

which he previously relied for success arc no longer so trustworthy? We can

come up with several lines of thinking which may provide some answers.
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Some students will find this new situation very frustrating. They will,

therefore, respond in accord with the methods they have previously developed

to handle frustration. We can see this operating in our finding that students

with a well-developed sense of responsibility achieve higher grades than stu-

dents with less responsibility. On the surface this makes a good deal of sense.

In the School of Engineering we would hope that such personality char-

acteristics as "responsibility" would be related to performance. As a profes-

sional engineer, responsibility will be a key ingredient in later success.

When we look more carefully, however, at the meaning of the scale we find that

there is an optimum level of responsibility. Beyond that level, the person

would no longer be considered responsible in the positive sense of the term.

Instead, we would begin to think in terms of someone who is over cautious,

unimaginative, and narrow in his ability to view problems.

We have a little further support for this line of speculation when we

find that there is a negative relationship between academic performance and

measures of self-acceptance and comfort in dealing with others. Another

strand of evidence comes from the general lack of relationship between the

Guilford measures of creativity and most academic areas.

We have been suggesting that some students do well because they grind

away at all courses, not out of genuine interest but rather through a belief

in the value of perseverence. Other students make the conscious decision that

they will work hard it some courses because of the intrinsic worth to them

and take the consequences of not working hard in other courses.

The curriculum and the associated grading practices as they are now con-

ceived and put into practice have certain undcsirablt consequences. The

pressure to do well forces some students either to deny or to develop their
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own intrinsic intereztc. Instead, they choose to meet the demands of an un-

relenting faculty for work which often seems devoid of significance. In ad-

dition to learning the content of the courses, these students are also trained

to be obedient and uncrttical.

Other students consciously decide or are unconscious_y forced to be more

selective in their performance. While it is true that these students are be-

ing forced to make mature decisions about how they will use their time, it is

also true that they are being puniAed for exercising this judgment.

There is, of course, still another group of students who do extremely

well in nearly everything because of a combination of high ability and strong

intrinsic interests. While in the minority, there are enough of these to

justify maintaining the status quo. Viewed from one perspective, these stu-

dents protect the faculty from coming to grips with the reality of how most

students function.

In the next five sections of this report we will examine in greater

detail several aspects of the teaching-learning process. The cumulative

grade point average has become a barrier to understanding the academic be-

havior of students. Our intent is to gat beyond this barrier by assessing

what actually goes on in the classroom.
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Section 2

Toward the Development of an Ideal

Engineering Problem-Solving Strategy

The education of engineers has for decades been the subject of lively

debate and careful thought. In the past the motivation for reform has been

to make what is already good, better. Presently, however, a different source

of motivation is being experienced by educators. Extrapolating from the ex-

plosion of knowledge and technological advances of recent years, educators

are noting the need for almost continuous education for the professional

engineer. We are now confronted with the problem of how to prepare students

to continue their professional learning all their lives.

It seems that a useful factor in providing students with the incentive

and capability to continue training after graduation would be the possession

of well-developed learning skills. That is, we assume that a student who

has at his disposal a comfortable and productive strategy of learning will be

likely to continue to expend the time and effort necessary to the attainment

of new knowledge.

The major task of engineering students and professional engineers is

solving problems. Engineering students spend the vast majority of their

time learning how to and actually solving many kinds of problems in prepara-

tion for the period when, as professional engineers, thy will be required

to work on more problems. Therefore, the development of a good problem-

solving strategy should be an integral part of an engineer's training. The

present study is a first step in the direction of the development of such a

strategy.
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For several weeks we observed and interviewed students while they were

engaged in problem-solving activities. While students varied in some of

their approaches and no students were totally alike, each did implicitly

employ some strategy. It is hoped that a combination of techniques and ap-

proaches will lead to the development of an optimal problem-solving strategy.

Our first face-to-face encounter with the learning environment in an en-

gineering classroom took place during the summer session. It was our impres-

sion that a summer session class would be atypical; we therefore focused our

attention on describing how students' go about solving an assigned problem.

Although the main focus was on problem-solving strategy, we were also very

interested in understanding something of the psychological climate of the

classroom.

The subjects were taken from a course in dynamics. Eight students were

observed and interviewed, all upperclassmen and doing moderately above-aver-

age work in other courses. In the classroom the students appeared intent on

the material being presented. It was general practice to copy everything that

the professor wrote on the blackboard. Class members cave well prepared for

note-taking, employing graph paper, rulers, and colored pencils. Very few

questions were asked from the floor; there appeared to be an unwritten rule

that the students would not interrupt the presentation of a derivation or the

solution of a sampLe problem. When questioning did occur, students seemed

unskilled at pinpointing their areas of confusion.

The problem - solving behavior of the students was observed periodically

throughout the school term. They volunteered to work individually on their

homework problems, which constituted new material, in the presence of the

researcher. While they attempted to solve the problems, they were required
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to verbalize as freely as possible what they were doing. In addition, the

observer asked questions when clarification was needed. The following

problem- solving strategy evolved. No single student incorporated all the

steps; that is, the listing is an amalgamation composed of procedures con-

tributed by several students. The steps clearly are not independent; suc-

cessful handling of later steps usually requires completion of those pre-

ceding.

1. Read the pertinent section of the text thoroughly. Beginning at

this point, knowledge of--or at least acquaintance with--preceding material

is presumed. Usually, for each problem there were two to five pages that

were directly related to its solution. This material had to be understood

if following steps were to be tackled with any substantial success. Often,

more than one reading was necessary; "skim" reading was useless.

2. Work through the sample problems. Texts usually contain illustra-

tive problems helpful in conveying understanding of the content and in solv-

ing the problems at the end of the chapter. However, thorough working-

through of sample problems was--in the short run at least--time consuming

and often neglected.

3. Carefully read and define the problem. This was almost invariably

a major stumbling block. Problems often appeared vague, especially if the

new material was not fully understood, as was usually the case. The prob-

lem typically required several re-readings at various stages in its solu-

tion.

4. Draw a diagram of the problem, indicating the direction of forces.

A correct physical impression, being able to visualize what was taking place,

was a valuable aid to solution.
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5. Know or look up appropriate formulas. Usually it was necessary to

derive additional formulas by working from general to specific equations.

6. If possible, arrive at an intuitive answer. This was labeled by one

student as the "ballpark approach"; that is, attempting to get a quantitative

and/or qualitative idea of the problem that was, at least, in the right ball-

park.

7. Try to apply the techniques of a sample problem. This was charac-

teristically only partially successful, as the methods illustrated in the ex-

amples often did not directly generalize to the problem at hand.

8. Continually check the work as it proceeds. The time-consuming and

demoralizing effect that an errorit.calculation or algebra could institute

made this a crucial concern.

9. See how it comes out.

Following these steps did not guarantee success. When the correct solu-

tion did not appear, or a point of blocking occurred, students began to re-

trace their steps. Particular emphasis was placed on a re-reading and re-

defining of the problem. Often an accurate diagram, indicating understanding

of the forces involved, seemed essential. Therefore, if the student was

stumped, he examined and if necessary re-drew his diagram. After starting

virtually from scratch, the problem was re-worked.

If an appropriate solution still was not obtained, the students character-

isticilly fell back on another hierarchy of responses. All of them made use

of break periods, ranging in time from five to thirty minutes. During their

breaks, the students tried to engage in activities totally removed from study;

for example, playing a quick game of basketball. Returning fresh.to the prob-

lem, they were often able to figure it out. Occasionally, sleeping on a problem
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seemed to make the solution easier in the morning.

Many students collaborated with other class members. Trading of solutions,

joint szudy "dates," and other forms of mutual assistance were common, and

hopeful, at least in the short run. The lone wolf was at a distinct disadvan-

tage and his scores on the problem sets were usually slightly lower than those

of students who collaborated.

Finally, if all else failed, the student would turn to the professor for

assistance. A few minutes at the beginning of each class were devoted to ques-

tions on the assigned problems and were usually sufficient to clear up immedi-

ate difficulties.

There are several observations which come out of this first encounter with

the learning process in engineering education. They are based on working with

the students on their problem solving and also observing the general approach

of the instructor. There seemed to be a great emphasis on how to do a given

problem rather than focusing on those elements of the problem which might be

generalized to a whole class of problems. This led to students copying every-

thing thg,instructor put on the blackboaxd, but did not necessarily encourage

them to think.

This emphasis on getting the job done is certainly a valuable part of

the engineering profession; however, it may not be the most appropriate em-

phasis in the training of engineers. We shall return to some of these issues

in section 6.
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Section 3

Report on a Course in Engineering Design

Engineering has been defined by engineers as "the art of decision making

and skillful approximation." Crucial to the development of talent in this

art is a mosaic of factors which have come to be labelled "engineering design."

It is useful to consider engineering design as some kind of process in which

decisions and approximations are made which, hopefully, have a utilitarian

end. That is, engineering design is what engineers do in the real world, as-

suming that they do not graduate into management.

Instruction in engineering, of course, involves material other than that

which 2.s directly categorized as "design." Students take courses in mathe-

matics, physics, mechanics, electricity, etc., end the humanities. It is

also supposed that students may play bridge, go to symphonies, ski, or drink

beer with the boys. All the factors that make up an individual contribute,

in larger or smaller proportion, to the kind of graduate that is produced.

A course in engineering design may be seen as having two functions: to

act as the logical integrator of engineering education, and to inculcate the

philosophy and methodology of design. Taking ingredients such as basic

sciences, mathematics, communication, social sciences, etc., a design course

moulds them to knowledge of analysis and design which develops into skillful

design application. Students are made to realize that few real-life situa-

tions provide single-answer solutions as may seem 'ossible from their science

and mathematics courses. Furthermore, if the course is to present the basic

procedure of engineering design from conception to specification, several

points require elaboration. Among these are the design process, factors
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motivating design, factors influencing design, preliminary design, analysis,

specification, and presentation.

The course in Engineering Design was selected for observation in this

study because it reflects a point of view .hick stirs some controversy among

engineering educators. The emphasis, in a systems design approach, is placed

on the fact that many problems are open-ended. Solutions must be searched

for in terms of criteria which encompass a very broad range of economic and

social variables. While this may be the general orientation of the course

philosophy, there are often circumstances working against its implementation.

The course at Stanford is of interest because it)tries to combine both

the philosophy of design with the more traditional course in engineering

drawing. We are interested in observing how students respond to a course

with such complex goals.

At Stanford the primary, and for many students the only, course in de-

sign is Engineering 9. It is a one quarter, four-unit, required course.

Students in all classes may take the course, although for some disciplines,

its functioning as a prerequisite demands its completion as a freshman or

sophomore. During the autumn 1965 season, the students were divided as fol-

lows: freshmen, 56 per cent; sophomores, 30 per cent; juniors, 9 per cent;

and seniors, 5 per cent. Of the 131 enrollees, approximately one-third had

not declared a specific discipline as a major. Among thorl who had declared

a major, one-third were electrical engineering, one-fifth mechanical engi-

neering, with industrial, chemical, and civil equally making up virtually

all the.remainder.

As part of a current research project a representative sample of students

was surveyed at two points during the quarter. These surveys, in the form of
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an open-ended questionnaire, were taken near the completion of instruction in

descriptive geometry and while the students were engaged in work on the first

project of the course. The comments stout the project were evaluated by the

two laboratory section instructors.

The course instruction began with what appeared to the psychologist ob-

serving to be a flood of descriptive geometry material. New concepts, tech-

niques, and skills were called for in rapid-fire fashion. Yet, somehow,

virtually all the students (who had the advantage of the laboratory session)

seemed to have excellent grasp of the material. After five weeks of instruc-

tion, over three-quarters of the students reported that they understood the

material completely or had only a few minor uncertainties. There were, how-

ever, some consistent group differences in the reported level of understand-

ing, depending on class and previous drafting experiences. As would be ex-

pected, sophomores, juniors, and seniors who have had some drafting experi-

ence (high school, college, or industry) get off to a running start. Fresh-

men with no experience confront the greatest difficulties, reporting a lower

degree of understanding and tending to fall behind schedule on assignments.

Upperclassmen with no experience and freshmen with experience tend to fall

into a middle group. As shown in the following table, the class difference

bolds up with regard to the final grade in the course, with the ranking be-

ing seniors, juniors, sophomores, and freshmen in that order.
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T-ble 8

Grades by Class Standing

Class A L C D C 1 Vof
Student3

CPA

Senior

Junior

Sophomore

Freshman

3

6

10

12

3

5

22

44

1

--

6

14

WM

WM

1

--

1

--

2

--

1

5.4

9.2

29.6

55.8

3.29

3.25

3.10

2-87

Level of understanding and enjoyment in the course do not go directly

hand in hand. Not surprisingly, freshmen with no previous drtwing experience

enjoy the course least. The group reporting greatest enjoyment, however, is

the freshmen with experience. According to self-reports, this group of stu-

dents reacted favorably both to the challenge of the material and the pre-

sentations of the lecturer. Non-freshmen, with or without training, indicated

average enjoyment with the course, ranking between the two freshman grcaps.

After the students had been working on the assigned project-
4

for several

sessiol.s, the group differences in understanding and enjoyment became more

pronounced. Freshmen reported 'ncreasing difficulty in completing work on

schedule. Several freshmen, especially those without previous experience,

were feeling very pressed for time. Yet most freshmen without experience con-

tinued to report satisfaction with the course. Non-freshmen maintained leader-

ship in understanding the material, but enjoyment of the course took a dointurn

The project involved designing a conveyor belt for raising sand and rock
to an above-ground container.
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for many. The introduction of the project did not arouse general class en-

thusiasm, although it did have that effect on an estimated third of the stu-

dents.

Here are some typical comments about the project, both pro and con, which

impart the flavor of the reactions of the students:

"I like the chance for individuality in this course."

If
more detailed list of what is expected would be helpful, at least

on a first project like this."

"...too much busy work."

"(should be) rem for more design individuality; too cut and dried."

"...involves too many irrelevant facts which don't really relate to the

problem."

"It gives me an appreciation of the compromises needed in engineering."

"The major weakness is that we cannot rely on mathematics to solve the

problem."

"The project i3 much more interesting than the drawing we were doing

before."

"I dislike the great inaccuracies involved in the descriptive geometry."

Several students, however, went beyond merely commenting on the project

and offered statements about the course and their reactions to it. While

most of the remarks were additional positive statements, a significant number

of students used the questionnaire as a vehicle for expressing the difficul-

ties they were experiencing. It is likely that such confusion is not limited

to Engineering 9 but occurs throughout the curriculum. The following are some

examples of the comments:
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...the lectures are not adequate to prepare you for the lab. This

course is supposed to be a design course but it turns out to be a

course where all you do is rush to get the project done." (Upper-

classman)

"It is unfortunate that certain engineers who will not be behind a

drawing board in business are forced to put in many long hours in the

lab. True, everyone should know how to read basic drawings, but it

is not necessary to labor over intricate problems in order to gain

this basic knowledge." (Upperclassman)

"I don't feel that we are given sufficient background before we are

given assignments." (Freshman)

"I am not enjoying the work, nor do I comprehend it." (Freshman)

"The course is basically obvious but requires a truly clear and

logical mind, one which I haven't yet developed. Any help along

this line would be appreciated." (Freshman)

"The complexity is not softened in the explanation by the T.A.'s"

(Upperclassman)

"...beyond our preparation in previous courses." (Upperclassman)

"I don't think that the instructors have made a good estimation of

either the capabilities of the students or the speed at which they

rork." (Freshman)

These comments are from students in trouble. The number of such students

is small when compared to those who do not express confusion or difficulty.

It should, however, be a fundamental principle of teaching that instructors

can and must attempt to reach students who are basically bright, studying

in their chosen field, yet experiencing difficulty.
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Soma of these students actively seek assistance. Most, according to

survey of another engineering course, first look for help from their cliiss-

mates. Eventually, a small portion of students in trouble telk with the pro-

fessor. Yet it is painfully obvious that going to the professor is the last

resort of most students. All instructors have experienced the frustration of

seeing a student for the first time after the final is over and as the young

man clutches his blue book with an "F" on the cover. Usually, the frustra-

tion of the instructor is heightened by the memory of weekly office hours

spent alone. Somehow the instructor's statement, "But I was available all

quarter," echoes as feebly as the student's reply, "I thought I could do it

myself." Obviously, as such experiences recur for the students (although for

some, once is enough) engineering loses its appeal.

One purpose of the survey of Engineering 9 was to determine the effec-

tiveness of a questionnaire in opening channels of communication between the

students and instructors. The degree of openness in response and the en-

thusiastic participation of both students and instructor indicate the poten-

tial usefulness of the technique. A questionnaire has several advantages

from the students' viewpoint: it is fast, yet permits open-ended comments,

it is anonymous (or could be); and it does not demand face-to-face confron-

tation with a possibly threatening professor. For the instructor, such an

instrument is easy to prepare and administer, provides an over-view of the

class's progress and difficulties, and: may supply some helpful teaching ad-

vice. To the benefit of student and instructor, a questionnaire may serve as

an "introductory" mechanism, facilitating personal contact. Several students,

for exam7le, expressed surprise, relief, and pleasure that their opinions were

being taken into account by the instructor.
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If the students who are experiencing difficulties in any course are to b'

helped, they must be convinced of the instructor's availability. Perhaps

the implementation of weekly or biweekly req ests for the students to evalu-

ate the course and their progress is a step in the right direction.

Concentrating on the students alone, however, does not seem suffici-

ent. The instructors must feel that such contact is useful and rewarding

and, furthermore, must be comfortable in what may be a relatively new role.

An instructor may find it necessary, for example, to act not merely as an

importer of knowledge, but as a counselor as well. It is even conceivable

that an instructor and a student, by working together, may come to the con-

clusion that a student should leave engineering. For a student who is in

the process of making such a decision, the support of an understanding

faculty member can be extremely helpful. Similarly, for the student who

decides to persevere, the backing of an interested professor may make the

difference between success and failure.

Returning to the discussion of Engineering 9, the data make possible

some tentative conclusions and suggestions. Within the context of a course

which teaches the tools of descriptive geometry, it is very difficult to

"inculcate the pis losophy and methodology of design." A great many students

perceive the course in terms of drawing, rather than design. Such an inter-

pretation is not without justification, as a good deal of time is focused on

the techniques of drawing. Elements of Jesign, conceived in terms mentioned

above, are present but not to the degree hoped for by the instructors.

Students in a course such as this are confronted with a coo using set of

goals. Mastery of the technical skills of drawing is set up as one require-

ment. Yet many students see this as conflicting with some of the broader
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issues that are touched on in the course. Inadvertently the student who is

more task-minded and meets the explicit requirements of the course will be

more highly rewarded than the student who wants ire challenging problems

and thus remains enmotivated.

The implementation of a system of written feedback to the instructor

permitted some expression of student attitudes. This is w vnluable first

step but students also need to have these attitudes recognized in terms of

specific changes in course content. The issue.of change in course content

is both complex and important. The needs of the student cannot adequately

be met by considering only one course but requires an evaluation of the in-

tended goals of the entire curriculum. This is beyond the scope of this

study, but some of our conclusions will have a bearing on this topic.
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Section 4

Differential Effec iveness of Small

Problem-Solving Sessions

order to test this proposition in engineering courses, a survey course in

electrical engineering was selected for investigation. A major function of

Different teachers may have differential effects op their students. In

the course was !nstruction IA the solution of problems involving use of know-

ledge of electricity and related techn. Ales. Content was presented in thrice-

weekly lectures. Of interest in this report, however, are the problem-session

groups, three in number, each meeting once a week for two hours. Each group

was taught by a different instructor; one by the lecturer, an experienced

member of the faculty, and the others by recent Ph.D.'s with little or no

teaching experience. It was hoped that data could be obtained from the prob-

lem sessions pertinent to differential teacher influences on students.

After preliminary observation by a psychologist and an assistant from

the School of Eggineering, a questionnaire was developed and administered at

the end of the term to a sample of the class. (See Appendix). Three

sections of the questionnaire will be discussed here:

1) Basic demographic data

2) An open-ended statement of opinion of the problem sessions

3) A dimensional rating of the problem-session instructor.

Group I was instructed by the class lecturer, while Groups II and III

were taught by his assistants. The sampled N of 40 represents about two-

thirds of the class enrollment. (Demographic data are presented in 'Lille

A--see Appendix)
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The data in Table A (see Appendix) indicate that the make-up of the three

sections was similar in most respects. Age differences were not marked, al-

though Group I appears to have had a few more of tie younger class members.

Distribution of disciplines was somewhat restricted in Group III. The groups

were almost identical in their piens for graduate training, and virtually all

students attended the lectures. Attendance at the problem sessions was some-

what better in Group I than in either of the others.

The students' descriptions of their problem sessions are presented in

Table B (see Appendix). The opinions of the students were rated by a psychol-

ogist judge as good or bad and then rated on a one-to-nine dimension of

"goodness" or "badness" by the same judge. Group I received more statements

judged as "good" while Group III obtained more comments judged "bad," Group

II falling between in both instances. The means and standard deviations of

the "good" ratings are listed in Table C and the data on the "bad" ratings

are given in Table D (see Appendix).

Referring to the "good" ratings, Group I is rated significantly better

than Group III (t=2.60, p4.01). Group I is also rated better than Group II,

although not with statistically significant magnitude (t1.33, n.s.). Clearly,

however, Group I was viewed with greatest favor, while students made fewest

"good" comments about Group III.

Table D illustrates that Group III received the greatest number of "bad"

comments, Group II an intermediate amount, and Group I the least. The dif-

ference between Group III and Group I is significant (t=3.43, 134.01), while

that between Group II and Group I approaches an acceptable level of signifi-

cance (tm1.97, p4,07). The difference between Groups II and III is not sig-

nificant (t=1.42, n.s.). The "good" and "bad" ratings combined make it
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reasonable to conclude that the students viewed Group I most favorably, Group

II second in desiratflity, and Group III lowest in attractiveness_

If the instructors were influential in affecting the students' ratings

of the problem sessions, it would be expected to show up in the Instructor

ratings. That is, the ratings would be expected to be most favorable for the

Group I teacher, least favorable for the Group III leader, and intermediate

for the Group II instructor. The mean ratings illustrated in Table E sub-

stantiate these expectations. The professor teaching Group I was described

as active, having a good sense of humor, interested in others, likeable,

helpful, fair, respectful of students, intellectually quick, and rewarding.

The Group II leader was seen as encouraging of discussion, flexible,

sensitive, intellectually quick, and showing respect for students.

Group III instructor, however, was granted only intellectual quickness

as a positive feature, the rest of the rating profile being rather flat.

Thus, it does appear that Feelings about the instructor are highly influ-

ential in shaping the opinions which the students hold with regard to the

problem sessions.

Furthermore, on the Problem-Orientatiou Questionnaire (see Section 5),

the students in Groups II and III stated lower opinions of the problem ses-

sions than these in Group I, considering them as a waste of time, less help-

ful than discussions with fellow students, not contributing materially to

understanding of the course, and not usually clearing up difficulties.

There are, however, indications of unexpected differeences in the course

performances of the three groups. All students took the same mid-term and

final examination and were graded on a single curve. The students with the

highest course grades were those in Group III.
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Table 9

Final Course Grade by Problem-Session Group

Mean Grade SD

Group I 2.58 .77

Group II 2.54 1.00

Group III 3.20 .75

The differences between groups are not statistically -ignificant (III vs.

I, t=1.90, p4.10; III vs. II, t=1.74, 134.10), but the direction is strong

enough to warrant the raising of some questions. First, did Group III contain

better students to begin with? Apparently not, as the overall grade point

averages were Group I, 2.57; Group II, 2.82; and Group III, 2.71. Also, the

difference in course grades cannot be attributed to the slightly larger number

of younger students in Group I, for these students as a group did as well as

older students.

Second, is the attitude toward the problem sessions and the instructor

reflected in total course performance? If so, the relationship is complex and

indeterminate from these data. Furthermore, it is painful to contemplate that

instructors perceived as "good" do not influence their students to receive

higher grades. Clearly, however, there is no direct relationship between

positive attitudes toward the problem sessions and high course grades. It is

possible that students in poorly-perceived problem sessions react by working

harder on the regular course work, thereby raising their grade. Similarly,

perhaps students in highly-rated sessions tend to take it easy and let course

work go. Also, however, it is possible the grades serve as an inadequate

criterion of attitudes such as interest and excitement. That is, such quali-

ties may not be rewarded by the present grading structure and their generation

by the instructor if the student receives no overt reinforcement.
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Thr-e is usually a plea for having excellent instructors in the under-

graduate curriculum. There is also some evidence that students can agree

about the dimensions which characterize a good teacher. Students state than

they enjoy the course more when they have good instructors, Do they also

work more effectively and learn more? This is clearly the important question

and no straightforward answer is available.

Part of the reason we don't know is the result of the very issues

we are discussing in this report. Too often teaching is thought of only in

terms of what the teacher does while actually teaching. If evaluation is

not considered a vital element in the teaching process, then there are at

least two serious consequences. Not enough thought is given to what is be-

ing measured and the students' reaction to the measurement process is often

disregarded. Learning and getting good grades are too often distinct proces-

ses because teaching and evaluation are often separately conceived. In the

next secLion we will examine some of the attitudes of students to some of

the standard ways of evaluation present in the engineering curriculum.

1
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Section 5

Responses to a Problem-Orientation Questionnaire

This initial instrument attempts to measure some attitudes and be-

haviors of engineering students related to the solution of assigned problems.

The items are aimed at eliciting the students' reactions to problem sessions

and session instructors, the problems themselves, and problem-solving method-

ology.

The questionnaire was administered to a sample of 40 students from a

course in introductory electrical engineering. Subjects were predominantly

juniors and seniors; no freshmen were taking the course. Thr-re were repre-

sentatives from the electrical, mechanical, industrial, and civil disciplines

of engineering. The questioanaire was included among other measurements of

student attitudes.

The responses of the students are presented in Table 10 at the end of

this section.

A majority of the students considered the problem sessions, which were

conducted by the lecturer and two assistants, all Ph.D.'s, to be of some use.

Almost unanimously, however, the students thought that the succes of a prob-

lem session depends largely on the instructor. It is worth noting that stu-

dents in the session taught by the lecturer, who was rated as an excellent

teacher, had c-tsistently better impressions than those instructed by the

tearhing assistants. (See Section 4 of this report, "Differential effective-

neeg of small problem-solving sessions.")

Half the students wish, for example, that grades were not so dependent

upon their ability to work problems, and 70 per cent admit that they some-
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times get sick and tired of doing nothing but problems. Yet the great major-

ity are responsible about getting assigned problems done on time. It should

be noted, however, that hardly anyone does additional problems for self-

edification. Apparently, the interest in solving problems is satiated for

most students by assigned work, and spare time is spent on other activities.

The importance of problem-solving for examination purposes is fully

recognized, although not with a great deal of relish by many. Almost all

students review problems before a test. On tests where speed of problem-

solving is a major factor, three-quarters of the students harbor feelings of

resentment, usually expressed in terms of "If I had had more time I could

have done much better." Clearly, examinations which emphasize speed alienate

a good many students, and perhaps their utility as determinants of grades

should be recopsidered.

Most students share a common problem-solving behavior pattern. Although

study breaks are widely employed, persistence appears to be a typical char-

acteristic. Inability to solve an assigned problem results in real frustra-

tion for half the btudents, but hardly any lose sleep over it. Working

through the semple problems, a highly recommended technique, is adopted by

very few, primarily, it is claimed by the students, because of time pressure.

Probably the only way to encourage students to do the sample problems would

be to prove their time-saving efficacy. The almci,t unanimous belief that a

general problem-solving strategy exists points up I-he necessity for the devel-

opment of and instruction in an optimal approach to problems (see Section 2,

"Toward an Ideal Problem-solving Strategy") .



Per Cent responding

ITEM

1. Problem sessions are usually a waste of time.

2. I almost always do more problems than just those assigned.

3. I take study breaks when I am working on a set of problems.

TRUE FALSE

22.5 77.5

15.0 85.0

92.5 7.5

90.0 10.0

92.5 7.5

90.0 10.0

37.5 62.5

82.5 17.5

72.5 27.5

10.0 90.0

70 30

10 90

70 30

55 45

67.5 32.5

10.0 90.0
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Table 10

Problem Orientation Questionnaire

4. I usually get my problems done and handed in on schedule.

5. I always review problem-solving material just before a test.

6. The success of problem sessions depends largely on the
instructor.

7. I learn more from talking to fellow students than I do in
problem sessions.

8. If a problem session is taught by the regular lecturer in
a course, I try to get into that one, rather than one
taught by his assistants, even if they are Ph.D.'s.

9. Sometimes a good class lecturer isn't very good at teaching
problem-solving.

10. Each pro5lem must be approached individually; there is no
generally applicable problem-solving strategy.

11. The ability to solve problems is what engineering is all
about.

12. Most professors of engineering are poor teachers.

13. If a problem stumps me, I keep plugging away at it until
I solve it.

14. I wish that grades were not so totally determined by
ability to work problems.

15.. Problem sessions materially contribute tG my understanding
in a course.

16. I always try to work sample problems before I do the
regular assignment.
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Table 10 continued

TRUE FALSE ITEM

72.5 27.5 17. I rarely consult with an instructor during his office
hours.

60 40 18. I usually try to arrive at an intuitive answer to a
problem before proceeding with a formal solution.

75 25 19. I resent examinations in which speed of problem-solving
is a major factor.

70 30 20. Sometimes I get sick and tired of doing nothing but
problems.

40 60 21. It is virtually impossible for me to do problems
effectively on Saturday night.

15 85 22. I often briefly review the day's work just before I go
to bed at night.

15 85 23. I have had practical engineering experience which has
contributed to my ability to solve problems.

35 65 24. Examinations in which the grade is determined entirely
by the ability to solve problems accurately measure a
student's knowledge of the course material.

52.5 47.5 25. I really get frustrated when I can't solve an assigned
problem.

25 75 26. Instructors should put more emphasis on theory than on
solution of problems.

35 65 27. One of the characteristics of good problem solvers is
the ability to isolate oneself, sometimes for hours at
a time.

65 35 28. Problem sessions usually clear up difficulties I may
have had.

15 85 29. I have difficulty going to sleep at night when I have
been unable to do some assigned problems.

MIL
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Section 6

Some Innovations in Teaching a Section

in Electrical Engineering

Most of the work in this study has been descriptive. Either student

observations or the observations of the investigator were used to describe

many facets of the teaching-learning process. Several problems had been

identified, and it now seemed possible actually to work with an instructor

to help him teach more effectively.

In an attempt to investigate the effectiveness of some innovations in

teaching techniques, a small section of an electrical engineering course was

selected. The class was composed r:;'. eight volunteer students from a larger

class of about sixty students. They were informed that some informal ex-

perimentation in teaching methods would be tried, but the class would cover

the same amount of material as usual. The instructor was a Ph.D. candidate

on his first teaching assignment and very amenable to trying out various

approaches.

From the earlier observations of other classes, it was felt that com-

munication between teacher and student could be improveci. At the beginning

of the quarter this was briefly discussed with the entire class. All agreed

it would be desirable to work at improving communication. One approach was

to reserve a few minutes at the end of each class session for student evalu-

ation of the presentation of material and other classroom activity. These

notes were given the instructor at the end of each week.

The instructor was asked to facilitate communication by organizing the

presentation Of his content in such a way that there would be natural stopping



points. At Ruch paints he would pose a question about the material just pre-

sented and ask all members of the class to write their answers. After a few

minutes for each student to think about the question, there would be a general

discussion rif the correct solution.

Typical of the kind of feedback received by the instructor are the fol-

lowing notes from one of the students:

1/28/66 Friday--very good lecture. A little time was wasted at the begin-

ning, but on the whole, the lecture was well planned and very easy to

follow. I like the use of questions during the lecture.

1/31 Monday--I agree with the general criticisms and comments from last

week. Excellent lecture again--well organized and well given. No de-

laying at all and covered all we were supposed to cover--really a great

lecture.

2/2 Wednesday--Class went a bit more slowly today, probably because it was

quite a bit of review. The "question" technique was especially help-

ful today. Lecture was very well organized.

Friday--Missed

2/7 Monday--Good lecture.

2/9 Wednesday--Midterm--much Lao long to be really useful.

2/11 Friday--Good lecture. I liked the use of summary but missed the "old"

technique a bit; e.g., use of questions during the lecture.

From our work in other courseait,becaTe clear that "problem-solving

strategy" was an inherent part of the curriculum. It was never emphasized,

however, in a manner which made the student aware of the process. Prof:dem-

solving strategy seemed to be taken for granted or was imbedded in the content
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of the course. Our previous observations suggested that the problem-solving

methods of many engineering students were quite disorganized. Students rarely

approached their typical problems with any definite plan of procedure.

It seemed desirable, therefore, to make the discussion of problem-solving

strategy an explicit goal of the course. Students were asked to discuss their

procedure for solving particular problem sets. This statement included a

time-allotment schedule: each student was to indicate the time spent in initial

thinking about the problem, including efforts which led to incorrect results.

After the first problem set was turned in, the instructor led a general

discussion about problem-solving methods. The need for spending more time

thinking before plunging in was repeatedly emphasized. Along with this was

emphasis upon having a clear plan for systematically attacking a problem.

For each problem set turned in to the instructor, he would make comments about

the student's problem-solving strategy. The instructor in his written com-

ments would raise questions about w.1,737 the student took one approach rather

than another.

In an effort to focus on theP,., strategies in the classroom, the instruc-

tor's questions were so framed as to illustrate the general approach. For

example, students were sometimes asked to anticipate the next step on the basis

of previous information. In the presentation of a circuit system, for example,

students would be requested to provide some of the appropriate components.

Another approach to the improvement of communication was periodic review

of the material by the instructor. For example, after three lectures on ana-

log computers, the teacher briefly preaented the main concept!, techniques,

and uses. Before the midterm and final examinations, all prei.eding material

was summarized. Abstracts were offered in highly organized online form,
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logically condensing the material to only the most crucial points.

In a course in which communication between student'and instructor was a

focus of attention, it seemed natural to seek student reaction to the midterm

examination. Students were asked to evaluate the examination and also describe

how they prepared for it. Two examples of this midterm critique are provided

here.

Midterm Critique (1)

I was not very impressed with this midterm. I do not think it was a

true test of my knowledge of electricity. My reasons are:

1. It was much too long. I was required to work so fast on a couple

of the problems that I made careless mistakes resulting in the loss of 8

points on problems that I had no trouble working on hoiework assignments or

practice problems. I am referring in particular to the ninth problem- -

block diagrams--where I lost 3 points and probably should have lost more be-

cause of my mistake. On the second problem, concerning operational ampli-

fiers, I lost 5 points for forgetting to put down the initial conditions- -

again fairly graded--but nevertheless, the rush I was in lef, me no time to

double check any of my answers. This is my main complaint. I realize that

the careless mistakes were my fault, but I know if I had been given 15

minutes more, I would probably have been able to increase my grade by 30

points (8 for the careless mistakes on 2 and 4; 10-14 points on Presolem 1,

where I started the problem and had most of the pertinent information figured

out but couldn't see the graph so I went on, intending to return to tbe problem

at the end--I forgot to go back; and 10 pointy on the second half of problem 5

which I didn't even have a chance to look at!)
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What the criticism amounts to is that I got too rushed by the midterm

to do a good job on it. As far as I can tell, I feel my grade depends tre-

mendously on how lucky I was when I took the test. If I'm really lucky, I

won't make any careless mistakes (which have always been a weak point with

me), but if I'm not so lucky my grade can drop as much as two letter grades.

I really do think that ,,Ick does play a large part on such a midterm.

The midterm did have its good points, though, I felt that it was very

good in its coverage of the material considered important for the course.

There was nothing on the midterm that was surprising and all major points

were covered--excellent midterm in this way.

Answers to Questions (critique 1)

2) Was it graded fairly? Yes on the whole, though I don't see how I got

such a low grade on problem 3.

3) Time spent studying for midterm? About 12 hours,

4) Study procedure?

a, Read text And took notes on tp.0-

Peed rAess note?

RPV1Pr,Pd ,;0_1 problems god utiOptskoo,3 t of r

d TtiPd some problem-seTston probtPms

I feet_ thin iT 9n PffPcttv. ,Jay to .ztIlly fot .n0y12.ri_rT 1.14,1t.?Tm

5) T h?"e been TV'ndtnq ? 3 hour studying for t11 coi/t-T-2

'QM

Thiq 9tly4rtt

oric

c"i! (Trt on o

*,r174ci 110A, the cr-mrc".1, (7,-+rk7iric,P,+1

lom (70T!?inno T OrAno fr: my vr(-0-It.m

frolyt oc,c4e7 I OrITYt thinX (

in t iHrf fi7 coc,m0 _

vthinv r,Oft rinc2

n th-2

t it
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For instance, the session dealing with analog computers was held before ana-

log computers were assigned in class. As a result, I didn't have any idea

of what was going on, and the instructor was not able to explain it in sim-

ple enough terms. All he seemed to be doing was placing resistances and capa-

citors in a peg board type instrument. At the time, I didn't even know what

an analog computer was used for:

Midterm Critique (2)

In response to the midterm recently administered, I think it was as

good a test of the material covered as could have been accomplished with

problems. But I disagree with what seems a basic belief of the Engineering

41 and 42 series: that the ability to work problems demonstrates accomplish-

ment in Circuits and Electronics. As a requirement for all engineering stu-

dents, why does technical manipulation have to play such a large part in

student evaluation? As a survey course, much more of a general nature should

be sskPd, of the students, both in homework and tests. As it is now, it seems

to rteetP 9 lsrgP hurd1P or initiation step for Stanford engineering gratin-

9tPS I h4i7P rPfsinPd lirtIP of Olst I hcod mPmori7pd for Engineering 41

Tht.c! rt?!3 ric.monstratpd in tc.st qu,,,etion #1 by my insbilitv to siplicPsTf1111

dp11.1,7p 9 The,72nin .11.1tq91.nt I that remember 9n0 he Olt!? to

T_TrITJ, 1191

imprir,"

ptobt.a,m th9t m91-ts, popl. 2,-T.f7t of m. situ9ti_on

Trt ,qt*rt th. cslyyph.1,:7to? of thn c!r11110,,,,

'ti74;j7,: for the mir3trm, I th rrrEllt,m T

th?, t t t(1`P .1 7ot 1'icio7,70 nn_m?1 0,

fTir

fh;,=, i tcjn 1 itt i = hrrt

or7c!nn

c":srl ?=tnr_iir141

ri,n1 nf to b_ prokq-

ryF tirrt tff prohtQm9 re-
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I could feel I could do more of this general studying.

I thought studying problem sets was the best way to prepare for the mid-

term. I still do, since it was all problems, but I admit a better understand-

ing of principles would have helped. I found time was too short. I left #1

until last and merely put down what I hoped was the right way to approach it

with little time. This rush also caused me to overlook #5. I should have

done something more valuable with #3, but it was sufficiently different from

the homework that I was unable to do so, although I spend a lot of time on it.

Numbers 4 and 2 were appropriate., I made some careless mistakes.

The test was graded fairly; I have no complaints. I think the students

in the main section were treated too generously with partial credit. But it

does seem that something substantive is wrong if, with realistic grading,

students cannot average more than 45 per cent on a test. (End of student com-

ment).

These critiques are instructive from several different perspectives.

First of all, it is it to see how much effort students are willing

to P! peed ,rt such e tesk. it is clew thet s gteP9t filet of feeling is built

1_YP 8.3 9 rPsutt of hPing The ef.onci point is q little mote

to '.?ttfr"1119tP T_ seem thet the student, in effect, makes 9n

isn+lir it contrart ,Jith his inetturtor phnur pbet hp ,Dents to 1p9.rn snd ho,

h? shout b? ev.pectei to reire.el his 1pTtning h t'.70 f-2:v971{p1_.?c2 pt.GTntc!,-1

hr r= _'omon?tr 2 hr-v, students r.rinr:si4(To of thin PKIntrqr:t

The thirri pni_nt 170qto.4 to the Tc,rctnri

riith C, t? c,uc0j,9t. it not nnl, in tc.1-ms of thit tm01-

"11'.4n ccriftrIntocl

17-rvIltt9ef

.11.0n t.tiroh of fqi,n9?0 q,21k-c. pet-Y091
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spective and tries to evaluate the test in the light of what the instructor

was trying to accomplish.

We have seen in other sections of this report evidence of the discrep-

ancy which exists between what the student wants and what the instructor is

prepared to give. In order to pursue this question a little further, several

students were interviewed toward the end of the quarter. We were interested

in determining how a student integrated what he learned in one course with

his total experience in the undergraduate curriculum. We asked: Of what

significance is this course with regard to your engineering Career? One stu-

dent suggested this course would be like Spelling for an English major; it is

essential. Another felt a basic course of this type is all right, but this

one i- just too complex.

Again, there are large individual differences between students, and

these differences affect the way a student will respond to the course mater-

ial. This point can be illustrated by examining several students' responses

to the following question.

What influence has this course had on your attitude toward electrical

engineering? On your attitude toward engineering in general?

f'on't get up enough interest. It's too hard T think I can get the

roh, eptq. but the problems are too hard. F F trajots get the material

letQr sr1Vs-v (tisjor. I F. Course grsde, 13)

P !Teed electrtcgl nc.,:,ttng fo: nchsIntr:.91 PnRinoc?tInR flO,I,?p it

P9sittat to

infill9ncod

yinr7p *Jtr'n nf E F ."iPrf"?"/--

sec2r1 upper 3,10 IrITipt ricle,9.30

of-J.110 0(ff9 ,QncP he

111'7eir diqiOnn thfY ,f_tutse)

to ct9m It in 0P.;) 0-1\1U Ah9.? thtnTq '":0'-vthing
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at you--I don't like it. Upper division is better--work with basic prin-

ciples. (Major: M.E. Course grade

C. Has given me a basic approach to problems. .I write what the given is--

then what I want to find out. Don't do detailed steps any more, but I do

write basic concepts and how to use them. Haset increased speed, but I

feel more organized. (Major: M.E. Course grade, B+).

Most of the students in the course felt it was very worthwhile, both in

terms of whait they learned and from the perspective of se.. interesting adven-

ture in learning. The long-heard cry for more teacher-student interaction

was satisfactorily met. Nevertheless, some students were uninterested and

could not be drawn into the learning process. We mention this only to il-

lustrate the point that some students, at a given point in their lives, will

not be open to learning.

Of greater significance is the varying degree of dissatisfaction that

students who did well in the course felt with its general philosophy. Here

students were not complaining about how things were being done. We know

that overall they were fairly well satisfied. Instead, they were raising

questions about why they were being expected to learn this way in the first

place. The large amount of material and the necessary memorization that

went with it were not congruent with their wishes.

We have been concerned with examining the effects of encouraging more

student-teacher communication. Overall, this seems both desirable and bene-

ficial to the learning process. It does seem to open Pandora's box, how-

ever, because the students begin to raise fundamental questions about the

aims of-a given course and the goals of the undergraduate curriculum,
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Conclusions and Implications

Teaching is one of the major functions of the faculty. The goals of

these teaching efforts can be described at different levels of analysis.

At one level the primary goal of the instructor is the presentation of the

specific content of the course. It has been the intent of this report to

demonstrate that the methods used in presenting the content of the course

and the methods used for evaluating a students mastery of the course con-

tent have far reaching consequences. The full extent of these consequences

can only be understood if we move to another level of analysis. Here we

have to examine the goals of the entire curriculum. Only then can we ex-

amine what contribution a given course is making towar.1 that goal.

It is generally agreed that mastery of the content of the curriculum

is only part of the larger goal of the curriculum. The other parts are a

little more elusive when we try to define them and even more elusive when

we try to implement them. The following is one statement of these larger

goals: "We must encourage our students to learn to think independently,

evaluate their own and others' work with high critical standards and be free

enough to see creative alternatives. We must also encourage in our students

the motivation to continue learning and to actively pursue their own intel-

lectual curiosity. We must also develop in our students an awareness of the

complexity of the technological revolution that is occurring in our society

and an awareness of their own individual role in such a society."

While such goals may be stated differently there is an underlying theme

which would represent a consensus. Our expectations for a students develop-

ment go well beyond the accumulation of facts or even the techniques for solving
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complex yet well defined problems. In light of these larger expectations we can

examine the consequences of teaching in any given course and furthermore examine

the consequences of the current structure of the curriculum. In this study we

:eve explored several questions which have relevance to these issues and have

arrived at the following conclusions:

For a narrow range of high ability students tllerc is little or no

correlation between academic performance and intellectual aptitudes. In-

stead a variety of variables that are associated with motivation and at-

titude account for more of the variability in students academic perfor-

mance. There is some evidence which suggests that attitudes having to do

with perserverence rather than creativity are highly correlated with suc-

cess in the engineering curriculum.

Although creativity and flexibility are recognized as important in-

gredients in the problem solving orientation of engineers, there is little

evidence of this being a major focus of attention in the training of engi-

neers. Even where an instructor may reveal some of these characteristics

in his teaching, there is a lack of follow through when it cLmes to evalu-

ating the students performance. A wide variety of Eactors make the student

more responsive to what he will be examined on rather than to what he is

being taught. This inadvertently leads students to focus on learning in a

passive manner rather than actively pursuing the intellectual challenges of

the course. aterial.

By instituting a variety of means for students and instructors to com-

municate with each other,,many of the larger goals of the curriculum can be

made relevant to any subject. Evaluation of the Learning process becomes

something that both teacher and student engage in ani tfiUs share in a common

enterprise.
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Today's lecture was good

What was good and/bad about it?

1, ille pi eleetA a-0 k
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Name

Date

/ / / / bad.

pt-re.sefrf iesi4eces-.449 /he &di,.
The major point(s) of today's lecture was (were):

Referring to the material presented in today's lecture I

Understand Have good grasp Have an idea but Vague notion of Am almost totally
it com- of it with only still hava many what it is about in the dark
pletely a few minor un- weaknesses

certainties

(If several points were covered in the lecture, give additional ratings as neces-
sary. labeling your rating marks.)

Referring to the material of the course as a whole I

Understand Have good grasp Have an idea but Vague notion of Am almost totally
it comp- of it with only still have many what it is about in the dark
pletely a few minor un- weaknesses

certainties

I am enjoying this course

a great deal

I am ahead

behind

on schedt'

average not at all

(circle one) with my assignments.

Please make additional comments, using other side of this page.
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Table A Demographic Data

(See Section 4)

N=17
Group I

f %

N=13
Grog') II

f %

N=10
Group III

f %

Age 16-20 10 59 8 61 4 40

21-25 7 41 3 23 4 40

26-30 . - 2 15 1 10

older - a MD 1 10

Class Fr 1 - Ill

Soph 2 4 23 ay
.. .

Jr 3 9 53 8 61 4 40

Sr 4 4 23 4 31 5 50-

Grad 5 1 8 1. 10

Discipline Astro 1 1 6 . - - -

Civil 2 2 12 2 15 - -

Elec Physio 3.- - 1 8 - -

EE 4 7 41 2 15 6 60

Genrl 5 - . - - 20

IE 6 1 6 4 31 1 10

ME 7 5 29 4 31 1 10

Physics 8 1 6 ., =I MI ..

Plan to Yes (1) 9 53 8 61 6 60
Attend Grad

No (2)
School

2 12 1 8 1 10

Undec (3) 6 35 3 23 3 30

No answer - - 1 8 - -



Table A continued

% Lectures 0 (0)
Attended

25 (1)

26-50 (2)

5/-75 (3)

76-100 (4)

Group I
f %

1111

40

le

1

16

Not an-
swered

Prob Ses-
sions At-
tended

0 (1)

1 (2)

2 (3)

3-4 (4)

5-6 (5)

7

1

1

a

a

a

a

15

Expected
Grade

D (1)

C (2)

B (3)

A (4)

1

8

7

1

60--

Group II
f %

Group III
f %

GM

AO

CV

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

MD

OD

ON

OD

94 13 100 10

6

6 - 1

.. a

1 8 a

3 23 2

1 8 1

88 8 61 6

6 3 23

47 3 23 2

41 6 46 6

6 1 8 2

100

10

20

10

60

20

60

20
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Table B

Students' Description of Their Problem Sessions

(See Section 4)

AO

Group I
f %

Group II
f %

Group III
f %

Description 1 (low) 2 15 2 20
Prob Ses-
sions Good 2 - - 1 8 1 10

3 1 6 1 8 OD

/

4 - ..
1. 8 1 10

5 - ... 1 8 2 20

6 - - 0 1 10

7 3 18 1 8 Ile

8 1 6 1 8 - -

9 (high) 7 41 2 15 - -

didn't hnswer 5 29 3 23 3 30

Description 1 (low) .. -
Prob Ses-
sions Bad 2 41.

3 - -

4 - -

5 - -

6 2 12

7 1 6

1 8

2 15

3 23 1 10

- -
2

/

20

S O 2 20

8 NI MI 1 8 1 10

9 (high) - - 1 8 1 10

didn't answer 14 82 5 38 2 20

..
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Table C

(See Section 4)

Means and Standard Deviations of

Students' Opinions About Problem Sessions Judged as "Good"

I

Group

Mean 5.59 3.77 2.40

-1

.111==oll11a

SD 3.88 3.35 2.24

Table D

(See Section 4)

Means and Standard Deviations of

Students' Opinions About Problem Sessions Judged "Bad"

Group

I II III

Mean 1.12 3.23 5.10

SD 2.42 3.04 2.98
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Table E

Problem-Orientation Questionnaire

(Percent responding true)

(See Section 4)

Group

I II III

6 38 30 Problem sesuions are usually a waste of time.

12 31 ... I almost always do more problems than just those that are
assigned.

4.
.

100 100 70 I take study breaks when I am working on a set of problems.

76 100 100 I usually get my problems done and handed in on schedule.

94 92 90 I always review problem sling material just before a test.

88 100 80 The success of problem sessions depends largely on the in-
structor.

18 54 50 I learn more from talking to fellow students than I do in
problem sessions.

88 100 50 If a problem session is taught by the regular lecturer in a
course, I try to get into that one, rather than one taught
by his assistants, even if they have Ph.D.'s.

59 69 80 Sometimes a good class lecturer isn't very good at teaching
problem solving.

-- 23 10 Each problem must be approached individually; there is no
generally applicable problem solving strategy.

53 84 80 The ability to solve problems is what engineering is all about.

12 15 ..... Most professors of engineering are poor teachers.

82 69 50 If a problem stumps me, I keep plugging away at it until I
solve it.

59 61 40 I wish that grades were not so totally determined by ability
to work problems.

94 46 50 Problem sessions materially contribute to my understanding in
a course.

12 8 10 I always try to work sample problems before I do the regular
assignment.



Table E Continued

Group

I II III

76 69 70

47 69 70

82 69 70

82 77 50

41 38 40

12 8 30

12 15 30

35 15 40

65 54 30

23 31 10

29 38 40

82 54 50

6 23 20

64

I rarely consult with an instructor during his office hours.

I usually try to arrive at an intuitive answer to a problem
before proceeding with a formal solution.

I resent examinations in which speed of problem solving is a
major factor.

Sometimes I get sick and tired of doing nothing but problems.

It is virtually impossible for me to do problems effectively
on Saturday night.

I often briefly review the day's work just before I go to bed
at night.

I have had practical engineering experience which has contri-
buted to my ability tg solve problems.

Examinations in which the grade'is determined entirely by the
ability to solve problems accurately measure a student's
knowledge of the course material.

I really get frustrated when I can't solve an assigned problem.

Instructors should put more emphasis on theory than on solution
of problems.

One of the characteristics of good problem solvers is the
ability to isolate oneself3 sometimes for hours at a time.

Problem sessions usually clear up difficulties I may have had.

I have difficulty going to sleep at night when I have been un-
able to do some assigned problems.



Instructor Ratings %

warmcold

rigid--flexible

sensitive--insentitive

active -- passive

no sense of humor--good sense

65

Table F

Group I Instructor

(See Section 4)

0

23

18

1
000 2 3

mmo ONO
4 5 6

12 23g.29 -- 6

6 23 12 23x 18

47 he'. 6 6 6
/

47 230/ 23 --

uninterested in others--interested 6 --

dull--lively

comfortable--uncomfortable

encourages discussion - -no

not likeable--likeable

good teacher--poor teacher

conventional--unconventional

unhelpful--helpful

fair--unfair

open minded--close minded

no respect for students--respect

intellectually quick--slow

strong--weak

unrewarding -- rewarding

SUMMARY:

I= OD

I= I= I= MI

7

12

--

Mean

2.9

4.9

245

- - 1.7

5.5

5.1

5.6

3.8

3.5

35 5.9

2.1

3.5

5.7

- - 1.6

2.4

5.7

1.2

OD WO 2.2

5.4

6 12 1)ft"...-213 23

23 23 i/23 18

6 12 18. 31)1 18

12 12 23 187'16 18 6

12 18 12 26,, 12 6 6

-- 41 .4120

47 23 *-6 12 -- -- 6

23 29 b8 6

OP MO 410

- 12 22....35% 23-

531-'23 18

18 41 \It, 12

-- -- -- 12 23 ,351( 23

59 1118'6 6

'6 23\1,10., 18 12 7-

6 -- -- .29 178**-423 23

Active--good sense of humor--interest in others-- likeable -- helpful -- fair -- respect

for students--intellectually quick-- rewarding.



Table F Continued

Instructor Rating 7.

warm--cold

rigid -- flexible

sensitiveinsentitive

activepassive

no sense of humor--good sense

66

Group II Instructor

(See Section 4)

-- 15

15 31

!f 5.

23 38,, 8 15

8 31 3.,r4 15

23 Is4 15 8

15 8 23 1(46 8

8 23 31\ 23 15

uninterested in others--interested -- 8 -- 31 5 31.

dull-lively

comfortable--uncomfortable

encourages discussion--no

not likeable--likeable

good teacherpoore,tedcher

conventional--unconventional

unhelpful--helpful

fair--unfair

open minded--close minded

no respect for students--respect

intellectually quick--slow

strong--weak

unrewarding--rewarding

SUMMARY:

8 8 -- 62
de\ 15 8

38 23 it23 8

15 38P'el5 8
...

8 8 31 2,3' 15

/
15 -- 23 23xf 23 8

i

31 51
I

\ 15

8 8 23 )1( 23

8 8 15 60'e --

15 15 23 S,/j1 15

OD lb 15 8 3 g'%P15
40/

15 8 38 1"18 -- --
Ns.

8 15 -- 31 7 31 8

8 8 -- 38 i 46 ....

=I II*

15

=I =I

=I =I

=I =I

8

8

15

8

=I =I

8

=I =I

=I =I

23

__

8

--

Mean

3.8

5.0

3.0

3.2

4.1

4.6

3.9

4.2

2.7

4.7

3.9

3.8

4.8

3.5

3.1

5.2

3.0

4.1

4.1

Encourages discussion--flexible--sensitive--intellectually quick -- respect for

students.



Table F Continued

Instructor Ratings %

warm- -cold

rigid--flexible

sensitive--insentitive

active -- passive

no sense of humor--good sense

67

as.. III Instructor

(See Sectiim 4)

0 1 . 2 .. 3 4. 5 .

10 10

20 20

30

30 30

-- 10

uninterested in others--interested 10 10 20

10 -- 20

10 -- 30

10 30

10 10

- - -- 10

10 20 20

10 10 10

30 40

20 30

10 10 20

dull-lively

comfortable--uncomfortable

encourages discussion - -no

not likeablelikeable

good teacher--poor teacher

conv:ationalunconventional

unhelpful--helpful

fair--unfair

open minded--close minded

no respect for students--respect

intellectually quick--slow

strong--weak

unrewarding--rewarding

SUMMARY:

10 50

20

10 10

20 )80

10 \ 20

10 10

-4\ 10

30 )80

201. 20
1

1

20 $ 40

30/ 10

20
\
x10
1

20 140

30 29>
Ie

4e 10

ZPR 20

10 r 10

20

291 20

10 10

20

10

1.0 10

Mean

4 r4

4.0

4.4

3.7

20 -- 4.4

10 3.7

-- -- 3.9

10 3.7

10 10 4.1

10 4.2

30 4.8

10 3.3

- - -- 3.5

- - -- 4.0

- - -- 3.4

10 3.7

- - 2.4

-- 3.4

- - 3.5

120 -- 10

30 OD -- 10

10 20 --

Fairly flat--poor teacher, but intellectually quick.



Table F Continued 68

Group I
Mean Ratings of the Three Problem Session Instructors: Group II ---

GroupSection 4) roup III- ---

Describe our problem session instructor by placing a mark at the pointon the

scale which best characterizes him. Indicate a choice for each dimension; do

not skip any. Feel free to express your opinions.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

warm

rigid

sensitive to class reactions

active

no sense of humor

uninterested in others

dull

comfortable

encourages discussion

not likeable

good teacher

conventional

unhelpful

fair

open minded

shows no respect for student

intellectually quick

strong

unrewarding

- MINIMED 11111111;

-.

al=11111111

) -
11 ...OM mMIND

cold

flexible

insensitive to class
reaction

passive

good sense of humor=BMW -

41111111111 GOMM

OMIIMMA fffillINNIM

111111IIIID OMENS,

MINIM =ISOM

eaeleIND 0~/i0s
S

interested in others

lively

uncomfortable

discourages discussion

likeable

poor teacher

unconventional

helpful

unfair

close minded

4,0111111111.

shows respect for
students

intellectually slaw

weak

rewarding
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EXAMPLE OF INTERVIEW FORM

USED IN ENGRG. 42

(See Section 6)

Name

What influence has this course had on your attitude toward electrical engi-
neering? On your attitude toward engineering in general?

Has this course contributed to your ability to solve engiueiring problems?
(If so) How?

Of what significance is this course with regard to your engineering career?

Does this course relate to others you have had or will have? How?
(Particularly E.E. 41)

What do you think of the problem sets? Do they help you to learn the
material? Do you review them? How much time do they take?


